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Commentary
Linda Becker

It’s What You Know That Matters

Earlier this year, I was introduced to Patrick Winston, a former MIT professor, via his lecture on “How to

Speak.” His talk, which had been an MIT tradition for more than 40 years, was posted on YouTube not long

after Winston’s death in 2019. In it, he explains the relationship among three critical elements of any level

of success: knowledge (K), practice (P) and talent (T).

“The quality of communication — your speaking, your writing — is largely determined by … how much knowledge

you have, how much you practice with that knowledge, and your inherent talent  — and notice that the T  is very

small. What really matters is what you know.”

Winston relates his “empowerment promise” and then delivers on that promise with what I would call,

takeaways for life. It’s a video worth the time it takes to watch.

Of course, we all know that knowledge is king. But, how can we know which resources will deliver valuable

insights? The internet has made each of us content creators and publishers if we want to be. According to

Statistica, as of February 2020, more than 500 hours of video were uploaded to YouTube every minute,

which equates to approximately 30,000 hours of newly uploaded content per hour. (And of course,

YouTube is not the only video platform! By some measures, TikTok is overtaking YouTube.) It’s safe to say

that everyone wants to share their knowledge.

Yet, the sheer volume of content can make it di�cult to �nd the “good stu�.” Search YouTube or Google for

even a seemingly straightforward question — for instance, how to braid hair — and you will be served up

an endless list of results. Even a seemingly narrow search — for instance, combustible dust and sugar —

produces hundreds of videos. And then, of course, there are the Google Search results.

While I can’t halt the information �re hose, I can help you �nd a stream with high value content that directly

relates to your job as a process heating professional.

In 2022, we are introducing an event that can help you increase your knowledge of industrial process

heating technologies. The Process Heating & Cooling Show, scheduled for June 15-16 at the Donald E.

Stevens Convention Center in Rosemont, Ill., will bring together equipment manufacturers, subject-matter

experts, and users of low temperature thermal processing technologies at a unique live event. There, you

can see, feel and touch equipment from myriad manufacturers and learn from professionals experienced

with your products and processes at our free conference program.

Registration is free for attendees until April 15. Learn more about the show and reserve your spot at

heatingcoolingshow.com.

Linda Becker
Associate Publisher and Editor
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Inner Workings

Steel Container Company Commissions
Paint Curing Oven
A steel container company will use an industrial oven with a maximum temperature of 500°F (260°C) to cure

the paint on the outside of steel drums.

The paint curing oven was designed and built by Epcon Industrial Systems LP, The Woodlands, Texas,

which recently completed on-site commissioning at the repeat customer’s facility. The oven includes two

zones and four conveyor lanes. It has a production rate of 720 drums per hour total for all four conveyor

lanes.

Image courtesy of Epcon

SPX Acquires Industrial Fan, Blower Manufacturer
SPX Corp. purchased Cincinnati Fan & Ventilator Co. Inc., a manufacturer of engineered air movement

solutions such as blowers and critical exhaust systems, from Dominus Capital. Under the terms of the

purchase agreement, a subsidiary of SPX merged into Cincinnati Fan for consideration of $145 million in

cash, which includes consideration for the estimated value of certain tax assets associated with the

acquisition. SPX currently anticipates revenue from Cincinnati Fan in a range of $60 million to $70 million in

2022.

Based in Mason, Ohio, Cincinnati Fan has approximately 215 employees in the United States and the United

Kingdom. The company supplies industrial fans and blowers that can be customized to meet end users’

speci�cations. Primary products include centrifugal fans and blowers, axial fans, portable fume exhausters

and high temperature fans.

According to SPX, Cincinnati Fan’s products are a strong �t with its global HVAC Cooling business unit.

Flow Calibration Rig Expands Company’s Capabilities
A new �ow calibration rig will allow Endress+Hauser to expand calibration services at its Houston campus.

The �ow calibration rig accommodates units to the 12" line size and 1,750 gallons per minute. In addition, it

will allow the company to service Coriolis, electromagnetic, vortex, ultrasonic inline and ultrasonic clamp-on

�owmeters.

Endress+Hauser o�ers accredited calibration both in the laboratory and on-site for its own and other

vendors’ products. The ISO 17025-accredited facility has been providing �ow, temperature and pressure

calibration services since it opened in 2020.

Image courtesy of Endress

Exergen Global Changes Name to CleverIR
Exergen Global has rebranded itself as CleverIR as it diversi�es its focus beyond providing infrared

temperature-measuring solutions for industrial applications.

CleverIR will continue to o�er infrared sensor solutions such as the Exergen IRt/c line as well as the Dali,

Novus and Meltech. The sensor solutions are used in plastic, textile, automation, infrastructure and

agricultural uses.

CleverIR remains the exclusive worldwide distributor (excluding the United States) for Exergen Corp.’s

noncontact infrared sensor line.

Batch Oven Cures Coatings on Aluminum Parts
An electrically heated batch oven will be used to cure a coating on aluminum parts at 149 to 158°F (65 to

70°C). Wisconsin Oven, East Troy, Wis., manufactured and shipped the oven to a company in the electronics

industry.

With a maximum temperature of 500°F (260°C) and normal operating temperature of 185°F (85°C), the oven

has a 48ft3 chamber. The system’s body is constructed with the company’s proprietary panels with high

e�ciency seams. The company says the panel seam design provides 25 percent better insulating e�ciency.

The system has a side-hinged horizontal swing door on one end. A door limit switch shuts o� heating when

the door begins to open.

Image courtesy of Wisconsin Oven

Winners of IPC Hand Soldering Competition Announced
In cooperation with productronica 2021, IPC hosted a hand soldering competition on November 16-19.

Skilled competitors — 21 hand soldering experts representing 14 electronics companies — demonstrated

their expertise in hand soldering at the �rst-in-person trade show held in Germany since the onset of the

COVID pandemic.

Allison Guermond of France’s Safran Fougères won �rst place, completing her board in 59 minutes with

552 points out of 558 possible points. Nathalie Foubert, also of Safran Fougères, came in second place,

completing her board in 59 minutes and 10 seconds with 552 points out of 558 possible points. Third place

went to Stéphanie Devy of Thalès Six GTS. She �nished her board in 51 minutes, 45 seconds, scoring 545

points out of 558 possible points.

Wastewater Treatment Facility Installs Thermal Oxidizer to Generate Renewable
Natural Gas
A wastewater treatment facility will utilize a direct-�red thermal oxidizer for the abatement of volatile

organic compounds (VOCs), hydrogen sul�de and other separated constituents from the wastewater

treatment gas-separation process.

The 650 scfm direct-�red thermal oxidizer, designed and manufactured by Catalytic Products International

(CPI), Lake Zurich, Ill., will burn the tail gas from a digester gas conditioning, pressure-swing adsorption

(PSA) system. The thermal oxidizer will destroy VOC emissions with 99 percent destruction rate e�ciency,

says CPI.

The project was initiated to generate renewable natural gas, which can be injected into the local

distribution network while reducing emissions from the facility. CPI worked with the facility and its

engineering contractor to design and deliver the thermal oxidizer, which includes a  stainless steel exhaust

stack and support structure as well as system modi�cations to locate it outdoors. The oxidizer was

delivered as separate components and assembled on-site by the wastewater treatment facility personnel.

Image courtesy of Catalytic Products International

Truck-in Oven Includes Process-Air Circulation System
Thermal Product Solutions shipped a Gruenberg truck-in oven with an operating temperature of 176 to

356°F (80 to 180°C) to the manufacturing industry.

The oven has a horizontal process-air circulation system that ensures uniform heat distribution

throughout the 96 ft3 oven chamber. The unit, which complies with requirements for NFPA 86 Class A low

oxygen ovens, according to TPS, has 4" mineral-wool insulation within the stainless steel �oor, walls and

ceiling.

According to the manufacturer, there are features present with this truck-in oven to run the process

safely. In addition to the redundant safety features, it also has a solvent-condensing loop to remove and

reclaim solvent from the product being cured within the low oxygen environment.

Agreement Brings Process Gas Heating Technology to U.S. Market
Under a licensing agreement with Sweden’s Nycast, Kanthal has the exclusive right to market the

company’s technology for heating large amounts of process gas at high pressure up to 2012°F (1100°C).

The gas heating technology is suited for use in industries such as petrochemicals and steel. The

technology allows companies to heat high volumes of process gas to high temperatures while lowering

CO2 emissions. The modular heater can be scaled up to desired temperature, �ow and pressure.

The �rst version of the heater was started in 2013 in the testing facilities of Swerim, a Swedish metals

research institute in northern Sweden. The heater has been running problem-free ever since, according to

Kanthal.

Image courtesy of Kanthal

Click here to read more News on our website
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Impedance Heating
Keeps Canola Oil Flowing in Freezing Conditions

Heat Tracing

Video: 1carson2/Vetta via Getty Images

Photos credit: Banner-Day

By Ed Baldwin and

Roger Goggans,
Banner-Day

Pipe-heating system provides robust freeze protection at a Canadian
canola oil facility.

In the heart of the Canadian prairies — Canada’s primary canola-growing region — canola crushing and oil

re�ning plants �ourish. Canola is harvested from the edible oilseed grown throughout the region before

being processed into food-grade canola oil or pelletized meal for use as livestock feed. Canola is truly a

“Made in Canada” crop (developed in western Canada in 1974), and it is often the nation’s most valuable

one. Canada’s combined canola value chain — growers, seed developers, processors and exporters —

generates approximately $23.2 billion (CAD 29.9 billion) in economic activity in Canada each year.[1]

When constructing a new canola crushing and oil re�ning plant capable of processing 2,500 metric tons of

canola seed per day, one of the largest Canadian canola producers sought a process heating system

capable of mitigating the unavoidable subfreezing temperatures a�ecting production during winter.

FIGURE 1. Heated lines installed on a pipe bridge demonstrate the project scale at the Canadian canola processing facility.

A design/build contracting �rm was responsible for delivering pipe heating recommendations for this

green�eld plant. They sought a robust solution to provide freeze protection for the piping exposed to the

extremely cold conditions expected at the location. Trace element-type pipe heating was considered initially,

but from experience, the project team was concerned with the cost of installation and the ongoing cost of

ownership associated with trace element systems. Any costs would be further compounded by the

expansive nature of the project — over a mile of heated pipe — as well as the numerous elevated-pipe

locations.

The mechanical design company learned about impedance pipe heating through an end-user associate. To

explore the technology, the design/build contractor researched the application and the use of impedance

pipe heating with a provider. In�uenced by the ease of installation, reliability, minimal maintenance

requirements and overall cost of ownership, the contractor and end-user elected to implement impedance

pipe heating.

Pipe Heating Provides Freeze Protection
The majority of the heated pipe throughout the plant is located in the often-harsh Canadian Great Plains,

where temperatures can dip to -50°F (-45°C). During these cold periods, plant operations must be

sustained. Re�ning processes and delivery of the product to storage tanks — and eventually to rail cars and

trucks —require that temperatures be maintained to ensure the products �ow easily. A reliable pipe

heating system also is essential.

Based on the overall facility construction plan, the design of the impedance pipe heating systems occurred

while the process pipe installation was being completed. Throughout the design process, engineers

maintained close communications with mechanical personnel so that any necessary design alterations to

the pipe heating systems were made to accommodate construction �eld changes. This was important

because it helped maintain the project schedule.

Despite good planning, projects of this scope typically require �eld alterations, which are made on-site

during construction. When this happens, designers and installers must be prepared to accommodate and

respond to the circumstances at hand.

This project was no di�erent. When the customer requested that a 15' section of previously undocumented

�eld-installed pipe be heated, on-site personnel responded quickly. An adjacent system with available

capacity was identi�ed, and the extra 15' section was integrated.     

Impedance Heating System Overview
The heating system was designed to provide temperature maintenance and freeze protection to -50°F

(-45°C) ambient conditions.  

The total number of systems installed: 27.

Pipe materials heated: carbon steel and stainless steel.

The total length of pipe heated: in excess of 6,000’.

Longest system: 413'.

Shortest system: 41'.

Project systems’ average length: 215'.

Range of pipe diameters heated: 1 to 8".

Process materials heated: canola oil, water, spent clay, caustic.

System transformer sizes: 1 to 5 kVA.

System secondary voltages: designed to operate at less than 30 V per Canadian Electric Code

requirements.

Maximum system temperature delta (∆T): 90°F (50°C) to maintain the pipe temperature at 40°F (4°C).

FIGURE 2. At the canola crushing and re�ning plant, two heated lines provide freeze protection on a load-in tank.

Figures 1 and 2 provide views of the size and complexity of the pipe heating requirements throughout the

plant. After all of the pipe heating systems were installed, they were labeled and documented with detailed

drawings to enable maintenance personnel to identify and track them.

In addition, where needed, valves of an appropriate size and material can be heated as part of the pipe’s

impedance heating system (�gure 3). Impedance pipe heating systems utilize insulated pipe joints to de�ne

a system’s boundaries.

FIGURE 3. The impedance-heated, �anged valve serves as a dielectric isolator.

Often, �anged valves can be utilized as a convenient location for an insulated pipe joint system boundary.

This eliminates the need to install a dedicated set of �anges. An insulated pipe joint typically includes the

application of a full-face gasket and bolt sleeve insulators of su�cient dielectric strength.

Impedance Pipe Heating Basics
Impedance pipe heating is the generation of heat in a length of pipe. Heat is generated by the resistance to

the �ow of electric current through the wall of the pipe caused by the application of a low voltage AC

potential across the length of the pipe being heated (�gure 4).

FIGURE 4.  Impedance pipe heating is the generation of heat in a length of pipe. Heat is generated by the resistance to the
�ow of electric current through the wall of the pipe caused by application of a low voltage AC potential across the length of
the pipe being heated.

Viewed schematically, an impedance pipe heating system is represented as a simple series circuit.

Calculations are rooted in the application of Joule’s Law in the form of

P = I2R

and with Watt’s Law in the form of

P = VI

where P is power, I is current, V is voltage and R is resistance. The appropriate amount of current and

voltage are determined to generate the required amount of heat for a given process pipe heating

application.

The purpose of an impedance pipe heating system is to provide heat to a liquid material or gaseous vapor

�owing through a pipeline. Many products and ingredients transferred through pipelines are required to

be maintained at a minimum temperature to ensure the integrity of the product, or that the viscosity of

the material is kept su�ciently low to facilitate pumping e�ciency. The heat generated by the impedance

system can be used to:

Thaw and warm up the product in a pipe to the process operating temperature.

Maintain the temperature of the product in a pipeline.

Elevate the temperature of a product �owing through a pipeline, in some cases.

Typical examples of products successfully heated with impedance pipe heating include asphalt, petroleum

products, chemicals, waxes, molten metals, glues and adhesives, chocolate, shortenings, corn syrup, palm

oil, peanut butter and honey.

In summary, for the Canadian canola processor, electric impedance pipe heating provided the re�nery with

a necessary and dependable freeze protection solution for their key processes. In addition, the system

o�ered ease of installation and design �exibility. Other bene�ts include minimal maintenance requirements

and a comparatively low cost of total ownership.

Ed Baldwin is the director of engineering at Banner-Day, and Roger Goggans is the pipe heating
account manager with Banner-Day. The Saginaw, Mich.-based company can be reached at 989-755-
0584 or visit banner-day.com.
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Maintaining Boiler
Feedwater

The Importance of

Boilers

All images provided by Clayton Industries unless otherwise noted

By James Adgey,
Clayton Industries

The quality of the boiler feedwater has

a direct effect on the quality of

thesteam. Without taking steps to
ensure its proper treatment, the result

could be low quality steam, lower levels

of boiler ef�ciency or an outright

shutdown.

Proper boiler feedwater treatment helps preserve steam quality,
boiler ef�ciency and equipment uptime.

When the topic of boiler operation is discussed, feedwater is an often-overlooked area — despite being a

vital, integral part of any steam system. Instead, boiler e�ciency, fuel savings and general boiler

maintenance tend to dominate the conversation. While these topics certainly are relevant, acknowledging

this fact in no way minimizes the importance of maintaining proper feedwater treatment practices. Most

boiler shutdowns can be traced to poor feedwater treatment.

In truth, the quality of your water has a direct impact on the quality of your steam. In this article, I will

explain why water treatment is necessary, the dangers of neglect, and the information your supplier

should provide to help ensure the longevity of your steam system.

How Does Water Become Contaminated?
Water is everywhere: it covers nearly three-quarters of the planet. Water also is an extremely unique

substance with regard to its solubility. Almost everything on Earth is soluble in water to some degree; as a

result, water regularly absorbs and carries elements of anything with which it comes into contact.

Water that begins in lakes, oceans or other large bodies eventually evaporates and returns to the clouds as a vapor, where it
is stored. As time passes, that water once again falls to Earth in some form of precipitation and is carried by streams, rivers
and other means back its starting point, where the cycle repeats itself in an endless loop.

Photo credit: Jiraporn Meereewee/iStock/Getty Images Plus via Getty Images

No doubt at some point, you have learned about the water cycle. Brie�y, water that begins in lakes, oceans

or other large bodies eventually evaporates and returns to the clouds as a vapor, where it is stored. As time

passes, that water once again falls to the Earth in some form of precipitation. It is carried by streams,

rivers and other means back to its starting point, where the cycle repeats itself in an endless loop.

What is not often noted, however, is that at every stage of this cycle, water is exposed to contaminants,

making chemically “pure” water an extreme rarity in nature. As water reaches its vapor state, it may

encounter trace elements of dust or dissolved gases, carrying them into the clouds as it rises. When this

water descends through the atmosphere, it encounters gases such as oxygen, nitrogen or carbon dioxide.

When water �nally reaches the ground, it is once again exposed to a range of substances as it makes its

way back to its original location.

The conditions of the environment through which the water passes play a large part in the kinds of

contaminants that a water source will carry. For example, rainfall in a rural area will likely be exposed to

fewer gases or other emissions than that which occurs close to a major population center. Additionally,

water that passes through an underground river will carry high amounts of trace elements gathered from

minerals. By contrast, water that passes above ground is more likely to be exposed to organic matter or

industrial pollution.

In short, the water that is being delivered to your plant is not simply a mixture of oxygen and hydrogen.

Instead, it is a complex combination that contains traces of all the substances it encountered on its

journey. Its composition will vary drastically from one location to the next.

Failure to address dissolved solids in your water supply can result in a problematic buildup of minerals.

Photo credit: gabort71/iStock/Getty Images Plus via Getty Images

Results of Neglect
These impurities, unsurprisingly, can pose a serious threat to the internal components of a steam system.

But what, exactly, is the result if left untreated? For an answer, consider some of the more common results

of improper feedwater practices, and their underlying causes.

Scale. One of the most common and most problematic ailments a boiler system can face is scaling. Scaling

is a direct result of excess water hardness and a failure to correct it. Hardness itself refers to the amount of

dissolved minerals — calcium, magnesium, iron and other naturally occurring elements — present within

your feedwater. These impurities as well as other trace minerals typically are referred to as total dissolved

solids, or TDS for short.

Hardness normally is introduced to a water source as it moves through soil and rock, dissolving traces of

naturally occurring minerals and absorbing them. As a result, water sourced from underground reservoirs

or from areas with an abundance of natural rock typically contains higher levels of hardness.

You have no doubt experienced the minor e�ects of water hardness in daily life. It can be found in the

sensation of a �lm after washing your hands, or in the white residual spots left on your dishes after they

have been cleaned. Both are the result of excess dissolved minerals in your water supply.

High TDS levels can be especially problematic in an industrial boiler system. As water makes its conversion

to steam, these excess minerals are left behind (like the residue on your dinner plates). They form a

buildup that sticks to the internal components of the boiler system, especially on the heat exchangers and

inside the pipes. This buildup, referred to as scale, acts as a natural insulator that slows heat transfer. The

result is a signi�cant drop in e�ciency: The boiler will require more and more fuel to produce the same

amount of steam, causing operation costs to climb. Scale inside of pipes can eventually build to the point of

a complete blockage, shutting down the operation.

Oxygen Pitting. Oxygen occurs naturally in water: The chemical bond between two parts hydrogen and

one part oxygen, at a molecular level, forms water molecules. Given this foundation, the presence of

oxygen within water comes as no surprise. What is of concern, however, is the level of dissolved oxygen

present in a water supply. (Dissolved oxygen refers to any additional oxygen that is not bonded with

hydrogen atoms.) Regulation of dissolved oxygen is of immense importance when it comes to boiler system

longevity.

Dissolved oxygen typically becomes entwined with water in one of three ways:

The �rst is natural aeration. This occurs whenever water comes into contact with air, usually on the

surface of a body of water. While this can occur across a still body of water, the e�ect is magni�ed with

moving, turbulent water such as rapids, waves and waterfalls.

The second is through organic matter. Any vegetation growing beneath the surface of the water yet

exposed to sunlight will naturally release oxygen through photosynthesis.

The third is through the process of rot. Any submerged, decaying plant or animal life is a signi�cant

contributor to dissolved oxygen levels.

Excess oxygen is highly corrosive in the presence of metal, especially at high temperatures. Left untreated,

this corrosion can be catastrophic. Inside your boiler, excess oxygen can create localized damage where the

oxygen “eats away” at internal components. The resulting damage can cause many ailments, depending on

its location and the design of the boiler. E�ciency can be a�ected, or your water can become contaminated

by the decaying metal. In some extreme cases, damage caused by excess oxygen even can result in a

rupture.

If your potential new boiler can tolerate relatively high TDS levels, then it will require less feedwater treatment over its
operating lifespan. This means less chemical, water and fuel usage.

Carbonic Corrosion. Carbonic corrosion occurs in a boiler system due to a buildup of excess carbon

dioxide. Carbon dioxide enters a water supply in a similar fashion to oxygen (through contact with

turbulent surface water), and it remains in a dissolved state. Carbon dioxide is a major concern in

condensate return lines.

Unlike dissolved solids, dissolved carbon dioxide can be carried by steam in its gaseous form. As the steam

travels through the system, some of it will inevitably revert to water. Ideally, this condensate is captured

and returned to the system, because condensate is, in essence, treated water.

Because this treated water is so pure, however, it takes very little carbon dioxide to turn it into a corrosive

agent known as carbonic acid. This results in literal acid being carried through the condensate lines,

contaminating the returns and introducing new impurities.

Blockages. As the name implies, this refers to anything physically blocking the �ow of water in the steam

system. While scale certainly applies, another cause of blockages is suspended solids that have entered the

system. Whether this results from suspended solids making their way in from the outside world or a

damaged internal component breaking free, blockages in the system can bring steam production to a halt.

Removing all impurities from the boiler water is, unfortunately, an impossibility. Enough can be removed, however, to prevent
damage and ensure a long life from your steam system.

Boiler Feedwater Treatment and Supplier Questions
The good news is that these issues can be easily prevented with good feedwater treatment. Removing all of

the impurities from the boiler water is, unfortunately, an impossibility. Enough can be removed, however,

to prevent damage and ensure a long life from your steam system.

The concept of feedwater treatment is simple. It entails introducing various chemical cleaning agents to

your feedwater at several stages to purify your water and remove as many undesirables — dissolved solids,

oxygen or carbon dioxide, for example — as possible. The extent of this can vary greatly depending on your

geographic location, industry and other individual needs. Typically, however, it involves treatment as the

makeup water enters your system, with additional treatment taking place in your feedwater tank, where

makeup and condensate returns are mixed and preheated.

Because the total removal of contaminants is not possible, your boiler will operate on tolerances. This

refers to an acceptable number of impurities, expressed in TDS, that your boiler can operate under

without sacri�cing e�ciency or causing lasting damage to the internal systems.

If you are considering the purchase of a new boiler system, it is worthwhile to ask your potential supplier

about their feedwater treatment plan and boiler tolerances. They should be willing to provide their

feedwater tolerances and outline an e�ective water treatment plan. (Water treatment can be provided by

the supplier or from a reliable third-party company.) If your potential new boiler can tolerate higher TDS

levels than a competitor, then it will require less feedwater treatment throughout its life. If a supplier is

vague about a treatment plan or recommends an expensive solution, it may be time to ask additional

questions.

While there is certainly a great deal more information available, you now should understand the

importance of regular water treatment and how it directly a�ects a steam heating system. Pairing this

information with some questions to ask potential suppliers when specifying a system will help you on your

way to an e�cient and long-lasting boiler system.

James Adgey manages thermal sales for Clayton Industries. The City of Industry, Calif.-based
company can be reached at 800-423-4585 or visit claytonindustries.com.
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Combustion Safety
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By Luis M. Garcia G., CFSE,

Siemens Industry Inc.

Often, the functionally safer a system is built, the less reliable it
becomes. Part one of this two-part series discussed how to handle
independent protection layer alarms. In this article, I’ll demonstrate
the concept using the example of a re�nery furnace.

Many modern process control systems are built with one or more independent protection layers (IPLs). The

purpose of this two-part article series is to point out possible scenarios in which rationalized alarm IPLs —

that is, highly managed alarms (HMAs) or safety alarms — are deemed appropriate to be implemented by

the authority having jurisdiction.

The �rst part of this series, which appeared in the December 2021 issue of Process Heating, discussed

IEC61511 clauses on the subject as well as user standards such as Namur NE 165. In this second installment,

I will illustrate the point with a case study based on a typical API 556 furnace application (Annex A

TR84.00.05).

Control and Safety in a Single Box for Safety Alarms
If you recall, in the �rst article in this series, I discussed the conditions that denote an independent

protection layer (IPL) alarm:

Must be a safety alarm as de�ned in IEC 62682, implying a highly managed alarm (HMA).

Must have instrumentation with safety performance better than SIL 1.

Must be rationalized and deemed acceptable for the authority having jurisdiction (AHJ).

Let’s now consider an example where all three conditions are met: A high pressure scenario in which the

process hazard analysis (PHA) team has determined it has a frequency of less than once per year, and

which could generate a loss of �ame, resulting in a de�agration at the base of the stalk (or at the heat

radiation zone) with possible injuries (although no fatalities are expected). The layer of protection analysis

(LOPA) team determines that there is the need to reduce the risk a total of four orders of magnitude

(10,000 times) and recognizes the basic process control system (BPCS) as capable of reducing risk one order

of magnitude. (It is not the source of the hazard.) The cause for the high pressure scenario is variable gas

composition; the furnace in this scenario burns process gases. (This is referred to by the experts as

“�ogging,” a word derived from “�ooding” and “bugging.”)

In this scenario, if a mix of gases with less calori�c power suddenly reaches the burners, the temperature

of the process decreases, and the �ring controls increase the �ow of gas. This could increase the pressure

in the burners to the point where the �ame is lost. In those circumstances, an air-gas cloud is formed and,

if an ignition source is found — generally in the zone ranging from neighboring burners to the base of the

stalk — a de�agration (or subsonic explosion) could compromise the furnace integrity and the safety of any

operators in the furnace area.

This was not such a problem in the 1970s when the release of carbon monoxide (CO) was the main concern,

and the fuel prices were relatively low. In those days, operating with excess air was an acceptable way of

making the furnace stable, favoring CO2 formation. But with the realization that NOX is not only

greenhouse gas (like CO) but more poisonous — and with the increases in the price of fuel, which makes

operators reluctant to waste energy heating up nitrogen — these furnaces have evolved to allow

operations with as low free oxygen content as possible.

The authorities usually allow 3 percent free O2. This yields approximately 0.03632 million BTU of NOX for

natural gas (30 ppm), which is deemed acceptable (�gure 1).

FIGURE 1.  The authorities usually allow 3 percent free O2. This yields approximately 0.03632 pounds per million BTU of
NOX for natural gas (30 ppm), which is deemed acceptable.

A possible solution to this problem would be to implement a SIL 3 burner management system (BMS). Yet,

the idea is quickly rejected because it would mean the heater would su�er a false trip every six months due

to the double block valves (611 and 614). This would eventually destroy the refractory in the furnace. (Note:

Two SIL 2 valves with SC SIL 3 in the 1oo2 con�guration — where the hardware fault tolerance is equal to

one — would trip often.)

Instead, the AHJ favors the intervention of the operator, who would be alarmed (�ogging alarms) before

the pressure is too high for the burners. This would be an IPL alarm, and credit of one order of magnitude

would be allowed in such a design.

The AHJ determines that there is plenty of time from the moment the alarm sounds until burners �ame

out due to high pressure. Yet, the team cannot guarantee a human performance better than two failures

in 100 opportunities, with a worst-case scenario of eight failures to control the surge in 100 occurrences.

Therefore, a minimum performance of 1 in 100 should be required from the sensor (SIL 2), and a SIL 2 or

better performance from the logic solver or alarm annunciator.

With respect to the sensors, there are plenty of SIL 2 certi�ed sensors with SIL 2 systematic capabilities in a

single architecture in the market. However, the logic solver should be certi�ed SIL 2 as a minimum, and the

alarming must be interference-free from any failure in the hardware, �rmware or software used in the

same controller for regulatory control. Finally, the AHJ wants the same alarm IPL human-machine interface

for operator visualization. (This is highly recommended in this case.) Figure 2 shows an option for a

possible solution as approved by the AHJ. Fortunately, a few manufacturers produce safety controllers that

are interference-free from regulating control run in the same system.

FIGURE 2.  An option for a possible solution for the high pressure scenario, as approved by the AHJ, is shown.

These controllers are regularly used for single-burner �red equipment like boilers because NFPA 85, Boiler

and Combustion Systems Hazards Code, 2019 edition, states:

“A single safety-rated programmable logic system shall be permitted to be used to implement both burner

management system safety and process logic where both of the following conditions are met: (a) The processor and

input/output (I/O) modules are approved or certi�ed by a noti�ed body according to IEC 61508, Functional Safety

of Electrical/Electronic/Programmable Electronic Safety-Related Systems, to be at least SIL 3 capable; and (b) The

burner management system logic is isolated from other logic and boiler controls and the related data of the burner

management system program, including I/O data, are protected from being unintentionally a�ected by data of

other user programs.”

With such precedent, we could now generate a “safety-highly managed” alarm when the temperature in

the radiation zone decreases. (Notice that product temperature does not indicate changes fast enough.) A

certi�ed SIL 2 bridge temperature sensor must be added to detect radiation zone decreases in temperature

despite increases in gas-�ow rate. Therefore, the �ow sensor should be SIL 2 rated as well.

Once the safety alarm is tripped — decreasing radiation zone temperature while increasing �ow, also

known as the �ogging condition — the operator should perform one or both operations below:

Notify �eld operators to slowly close or restrain the main gas supply in the �eld.

Place the valve in manual operation and restrain the �ow rate manually from the control valve until the

furnace regains stability.

For this to be possible, the basic process control system component that alarms the operator must be

managed according to IEC 61511. In addition, it must be independent of the control portion of the BPCS

(�gure 3). Alternatively, as stated in Namur NE 165, the BPCS-C must be independent of the BPCS-P, which

would be generating the safety alarm.

FIGURE 3.  If the valve is placed in manual operation, and the �ow rate is restrained manually from the control valve until
the furnace regains stability, the basic process control system component that alarms the operator must be managed
according to IEC 61511. In addition, it must be independent of the control portion of the BPCS, or, as per Namur NE 165, the
BPCS-C must be independent of the BPCS-P, which would be generating the safety alarm.

The BPCS function is con�gured in the original piping and instrumentation diagram (PI&D) by a �ow

transmitter, a �ring control algorithm and a modulating valve. All these instruments are connected to

standard I/O modules. The BMS is con�gured by one SIL 2 certi�ed pressure transmitter and two standard

shut-o� valves (SIL 1), which by the IEC 61508 synthesis principle would reach SIL 2 in redundant

architecture one out of two — 1oo2. All are wired to a separate SIL 3 capable controller and I/O modules.

This brings us to a second option: That is, to have a secondary BMS interlock associated with the BPCS as a

BPCS-P. In this case, the �ogging alarm would not be an IPL but a RAGAGEP (also known as a recognized

and generally accepted good engineering practice) approach. Although the operator will be using the gas

pressure as an indicating manual trimming, it only will be used secondarily on any algorithms limiting the

�ow from the valve. Then, by using a SIL 2 safety positioner and a SIL 2 capable valve, the air in the

positioner could be evacuated, closing the valve when dangerously high pressure is reached (�gure 4).

FIGURE 4.  By using a SIL 2 safety positioner and a SIL 2 capable valve, the air in the positioner could be evacuated, closing
the valve when dangerously high pressure is reached.

This would be a redundant-to-the-BMS safety function. The elegance and practicality would depend on the

procedures followed by the operator. For example, the minimum �re startup bypass VPC should be

isolated once the heater has started. To my knowledge, the performance of such pressure regulators is not

certi�ed. Yet, the regulator could compromise the performance of the interlock.

Figure 5 shows the concept of this option. This BMS function, being SIL 2, performs with reasonable

reliability as spurious trips will be manageable. Yet, the total risk reduction will be four orders of

magnitude as the BPCS-P can take two orders of magnitude risk reduction. Because of the diverging

technology characteristics of both the BMS and the interlock, spurious trips could be managed. The DCS

will control what NE 165 de�nes as BPCS-C (regulatory control) and BPCS-P. The BMS will provide a complete

dedicated RRF of 100x interlock.

FIGURE 5.  The BMS function, being SIL 2, performs with reasonable reliability and spurious trips will be manageable. Yet,
the total risk reduction will be four orders of magnitude because the BPCS-P can take two orders of magnitude risk
reduction.

It should be noted that in this second solution, the operator is given the chance to manipulate the control

valve to avoid shut down and maintain stability during this low quality gas period. If the operator fails to do

so, and a high pressure hazard develops as a result, the safety-rated digital output in the BPCS — in this

case, a BPCS-P as per Namur 165 — de-energizes the air piezoelectric valve in the positioner, exhausting all

instrumentation air and closing the control valve. In other words, the furnace is taken to a safe state.

Control Alternatives
Reports that the action of the BMS tripping the system has never produced any de�agration seem to

suggest a couple of things.

First, for the �ogging mixture to become in�ammable and de�agrate, two things are needed:

Time, for the gas to become mixed within the �ammable range.

A source of ignition, or a hot enough point.

The mechanisms by which this mixing is achieved inside the hearth or �rebox are complex. Hot gas rises

much faster than hot air. Reports on gas sinking down the cooler furnace walls, and lit burners producing

�ogging — together with the speed at which furnaces cool down — add complexity to the modeling.

Second, other models developed suggest that the �ogging mix is formed at the burner level. It rises, and it

is ignited by neighboring burners. This is because, by then, the cloud is rather a column, and the reaction is

completed at the base of the stalk like a long fuse.

If any of the above is true, the best way to address this occurrence would be to automate each burner.

Such automation would consist of one individual valve per burner and per pilot (unless the pilot has other

protections in their design such as using premixed clean gas). The �ame sensor would interlock such

isolating valves, giving the opportunity for the operator —reacting to an alarm — to maintain the running

furnace while avoiding �ogging or complete shutdown. Of course, this assumes that all clean burners are

more resistant to excess pressure than dirty burners.

Figure 6 shows a complete automated furnace with individual �ame detectors. One encouraging

observation is that no complaint of �ogging has been reported in furnaces automated this way to the best

of our knowledge.

FIGURE 6.  A complete automated furnace with individual �ame detectors is shown.

In conclusion, I have discussed the performance optimization of SIF in an application for an API 556 furnace

in some detail, but it is obvious that other applications like tanks, reactors and fractionators could bene�t

from these same principles if the authority having jurisdiction deems it appropriate.

If optimizing performance in a SIF is required, implementing a rationalized IPL alarm is one way to do it

when credit is deemed acceptable for any speci�c hazard. Obviously, as in the case of this furnace, it is not

the only solution, but it is an alternative.

In this study, using safety alarms as highly managed alarms in the same DCS — with safety available

hardware, �rmware and software, implemented with properly certi�ed equipment — demonstrates one

e�cient method to do so. Obviously, there are alternatives such as designing interlocks that could perform

adequately when implemented with the proper performing instrumentation. We have discussed how this

could be done in this study. Finally, it comes to the acceptance of the authority having jurisdiction which

methodology or solution is adopted. This will greatly depend on the hazards being addressed.

One thing is clear: For the process industries, all standards seem to agree that more than one IPL could be

claimed in a basic process control system such as indicated in section 9.3 of IEC 61511 and Namur NE 165.

Luis Manuel Garcia G., CFSE, is a certi�ed functional safety expert and a process safety senior
consultant with Siemens Digital Industries, Houston. For more information from the author or
Siemens Digital Industries, call 281-687-8369 or visit siemens.com.
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By Sean Lobdell,
Cleaver-Brooks

Knowing the properties and characteristics of steam types helps
prevent misuse in process heating applications.

Not all steam is the same, and many terms are used to describe steam in various applications and

industries. Understanding the properties and characteristics of various steam types can help you avoid

confusion —and can prevent misuse in an application.

The following article will identify steam terminology and applications to improve your knowledge of steam

and how to use it properly.

Utility Steam
Utility steam is sometimes called live steam or plant steam. It is steam produced from the boiler operation

using softened water, reverse osmosis or any other water that has been otherwise treated speci�cally for

the boiler.

Utility steam makes up the majority of the steam consumed by industrial process applications (�gure 1).

Utility steam is a dry, invisible �uid that contains both sensible and latent energy.

The sensible and latent energy components of steam vary depending on steam pressure and temperature.

The only chemical transported with the steam is a corrosion inhibitor (amine), which is injected into the

steam line. Otherwise, utility steam is a clean, invisible vapor that embodies a tremendous amount of

energy.

Steam can exist in two forms: saturated or superheated. Most applications only utilize saturated steam.

FIGURE 1.  Sometimes called live steam or plant steam, utility steam is steam produced from the boiler operation using
softened water, reverse osmosis or any other water otherwise treated speci�cally for the boiler. A standard utility boiler is
shown.

All images provided by Cleaver-Brooks unless otherwise noted

Saturated Steam
Saturated steam, sometimes known as dry steam, results from water being heated to its boiling point.

Then, more heat is added until the steam vaporizes (latent heat of vaporization). Saturated steam occurs

when both the liquid and the gas phases are present at a given temperature and pressure.

Saturated heat has properties that give saturated steam advantages over superheated steam. These

include:

Rapid, even heating throughout the heat transfer.

The ability to control temperature through pressure.

A high heat transfer coe�cient.

In particular, this high heat transfer coe�cient is why heat exchangers primarily use saturated steam

instead of superheated steam.

Superheated Steam
Superheated steam is created by continually heating saturated steam beyond the saturated steam point,

thus increasing the steam temperature without increasing the pressure. Superheated steam has a higher

temperature and lower density than saturated steam at the same pressure.

Superheated steam is used in many ways due to its ability to cool and still retain the same state without

producing condensate. These properties make superheated steam ideal for power devices such as turbines

(�gure 2).

FIGURE 2.  Superheated steam is created by continually heating saturated steam beyond the saturated steam point, thus
increasing the steam temperature without increasing the pressure. A superheater section is shown here.

In a steam turbine, superheated steam �ows through nozzles and spins the internal components, which

power a shaft that can be used to generate electricity or power process equipment. Note that the turbine

process lowers the pressure of the steam and reduces its temperature slightly. The advantage of using

superheated steam in this application is that the steam remains ultra-dry throughout the steam turbine

without forming condensate, which can cause equipment to fail prematurely.

Among the disadvantages of superheated steam are:

A low heat transfer coe�cient.

Variable steam temperatures at a constant pressure.

More expensive steam components due to higher temperatures.

Also, the vast amount of latent energy cannot be released until the steam achieves saturated conditions,

making it cumbersome to use in most applications.

Flash Steam
Flash steam is produced when high pressure, high temperature condensate discharges to a lower pressure

system.

One example is condensate discharging through a steam trap into the condensate system (�gure 3). The

condensate in the steam line maintains the same pressure and temperature as the steam in the process;

therefore, when the condensate is exposed to a lower pressure, it has more energy than it can contain at

the lower pressure. The additional energy of the higher temperature condensate is released back into its

vapor state or �ash steam (latent heat of vaporization).

FIGURE 3.  Flash steam and condensate are shown discharging from a steam trap test station.

Flash steam does not di�er from utility steam in its energy or quality. The name — �ash steam — simply

describes how the steam is formed. The energy produced from �ash steam can and should be reused in

di�erent processes.

Culinary Steam
Culinary steam is steam directly injected into food-related products to clean or sterilize contact surfaces.

The steam must follow 3-A Sanitary Standards Inc. (SSI) Accepted Practice 3A-609-03, corporate policies and

the regulations or rules of any other governing organization.

Culinary steam typically contains additives that prevent corrosion within the system. The steam is �ltered

to ensure that no corrosion or other contaminants enter the process. After any necessary �ltration is

installed, all steam components and piping or tubing must be stainless steel (�gure 4).

FIGURE 4.  Culinary steam is �ltered to ensure that no corrosion or other contaminants enter the process.

Photo credit: Culinary steam �lter manufactured by Donaldson Filtration Solutions

Any chemical additives injected into the steam line for corrosion inhibitors must meet all applicable

requirements of the Food and Drug Administration and U.S. Department of Agriculture. The bene�t of

culinary steam over pure steam or clean steam is that it is more economical to produce and operate the

process.

Note that culinary steam requires annual or biannual maintenance on the �ltration system.

Filtered Steam
Filtered steam is used for applications such as sterilization, where any contamination can negatively a�ect

the �nal product or process. Utility steam must be delivered through a strainer and then �ltered to remove

impurities such as rust, corrosive materials and condensate that can accumulate in the steam piping and

become entrained in the steam �ow (�gure 5).

The steam �lter must be capable of removing particle sizes as dictated by the company standards or

governing rules or regulations. For example, hospital sterilizers must comply with the ANSI/AAMI–ST 8:

2013 standard.

After the steam is �ltered, all downstream steam components and piping/tubing should be stainless steel.

FIGURE 5.  Filtered steam is used for applications such as sterilization, where any contamination can negatively affect the
�nal product or process. Mechanical coalescing �ltration is shown.

Pure Steam vs. Clean Steam
In the world of steam systems, the expressions “pure steam” and “clean steam” are used frequently, but

these two expressions are not necessarily interchangeable.

Good manufacturing practices (GMPs) often refer to clean steam without any further explanation. The

steam’s quality is de�ned by its use, and its quality is regulated in standards and pharmacopoeias. The

United States Pharmacopoeia (USP) was the �rst organization to publish requirements for pure steam in

2006.

In general, pure or clean steam does not contain any additives. It is created by heating speci�c puri�ed

water through a purpose-built steam generator (pure or clean steam generator) to produce a high quality

steam that is free of any chemicals or additives. The water source can be one of the following:

Puri�ed water (PW).

Highly puri�ed water (HPW).

Water for injection (WFI).

The most common steam speci�cation requires the condensate to satisfy WFI requirements for

conductivity, total organic carbon (TOC) and endotoxin; it is referred to as “pure” steam. (The microbial limit

normally is excluded since viable microorganisms cannot survive in steam systems.)

GMPs determine when to use clean versus pure steam. These general rules apply to pharmaceutical

manufacturing and are detailed in the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR Title 21, Part 211). They do not

provide any speci�c recommendations regarding steam, but they do present general requirements for

facility systems, equipment and operation needed to prevent contamination of pharmaceutical products

during manufacturing.

Applications of Pure and Clean Steam
Clean steam and pure steam are used in the pharmaceutical and healthcare industries in processes where

the steam or its condensate may come into contact with a pharmaceutical or medical product and cause

contamination. Note the following key points:

Steam from a conventional boiler — utility steam — is unsuitable for pharmaceutical and medical

applications because it contains boiler additives or other undesirable materials such as rust.

Pure steam often is used to produce organic products, including food, which restricts the usage of

chemicals and additives. It also is used in the healthcare industry and is required to produce most

pharmaceutical products. Other uses of pure steam include autoclaves, sterilizers and humidi�cation of

air conditioners for ventilation of clean rooms.

Pure steam is used in products that have strict endotoxin limitations and is required for end products

such as injectables and intravenous products.

A speci�cation for clean steam may be based on the PW speci�cation as far as the chemical composition

(TOC and conductivity). This would be appropriate in facilities producing products that must be sterile

but where endotoxin in the �nal product is not a concern. An example of this would be non-injectables.

For biopharmaceutical companies that do not have to meet FDA standards, these guidelines do not

apply. In addition, many installations use clean steam applications where pure steam should be used. An

FDA-approved site should use pure steam for the humidi�cation of critical areas and either pure or clean

steam for non-critical applications. Non-FDA sites may use clean steam for humidi�cation.

Steam use is and will continue to be an essential part of modern process facilities. By understanding the

characteristics and applications of various steam types, you can minimize related operating issues, avoid

unnecessary maintenance costs and maximize productivity.

Sean Lobdell is vice president of sales, packaged boilers, for Cleaver-Brooks. The Thomasville,
Ga.-based company can be reached at 800-250-5883 or visit cleaverbrooks.com.
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Product Highlights

Medium-Voltage Thermal System
Click to read more

Image provided by Watlow  

Medium-Voltage Thermal System
PowerSafe can serve as a replacement for fossil fuel-powered thermal systems in process equipment, says the

manufacturer. The medium-voltage system integrates an electric heat exchanger, process controller and power

system. It also includes an isolated low voltage enclosure; an HMI; a PLC; and a �exible combination of SCR and

contactor circuits up to 20 MW. The system operates up to 4,160 V, eliminating the need for step-down

transformers.

Watlow | 314-878-4600 | watlow.com

Water Treatment Controllers
Click to read more

Image provided by Walchem, Iwaki America Inc.  

Water Treatment Controllers
Intuition-9 has a large, full-color touchscreen display with icon-based programming to simplify setup. The water

treatment controller works with the company’s sensors and has built-in algorithms for the control of chemical

metering pumps and valves. Remote communications are possible through Ethernet, WiFi, BACnet or Modbus/TCP.

Other features include email alarm messages, datalogging, graphs or system summary reports.

Walchem, Iwaki America Inc. | 508-429-1110 | walchem.com

Truck-in Oven with Horizontal Process-Air Circulation

System
Click to read more

Image provided by Gruenberg Oven, Thermal Product Solutions

Truck-in Oven with Horizontal Process-Air Circulation System
Truck-in oven complies with NFPA 86 requirements for Class A low oxygen ovens. It is designed with a solvent-

condensing loop to remove and reclaim solvent from the product being cured within the low oxygen environment.

Other features include 4" mineral-wool insulation within the stainless-steel �oor, walls and ceiling; a continuously

welded and sealed chamber; and a horizontal process-air circulation system to ensure uniform heat distribution

throughout the chamber.

Gruenberg Oven, Thermal Product Solutions | 570-538-7200 | gruenberg.com

Redundant Control System for Increased Operational

Certainty in Emergency Shutdowns
Click to read more

Image provided by Emerson

Redundant Control System for Increased Operational Certainty in Emergency
Shutdowns
The safety system provides individual valve isolation for online maintenance without process interruption. Asco 141

Series is designed for use as a component in safety instrumented systems. Utilizing 1oo2, 2oo2 or 2oo3 voting

solenoids to enhance the circuit reliability, it functions as a redundant pneumatics-tripping device to control the pilot

air signal to a process valve actuator. The system has either two or four electrically actuated solenoid valves, visual

indicators and a manually controlled bypass or isolation valve.

Emerson Automation Solutions | 888-889-9170 | emerson.com

Dry Well Immersion Heaters for Mining Equipment
Click to read more

Image provided by Durex Industries

Dry Well Immersion Heaters for Mining Equipment
Electric pipe-insert immersion heaters provide an indirect heating solution for tanks and vessels in industrial and

process heating applications. Removal of a traditional immersion heater from a tank for servicing or replacement

requires that the tank be drained. When this is impractical, using a pipe-insert drywell immersion heater isolates the

heater from the tank contents. Because the plug or �ange heater is isolated, it is kept safe from corrosive materials

that could damage the heating element.

Durex Industries | 866-712-5014 | durexindustries.com

Cleaning Nozzle for Hygienic Production
Click to read more

Image provided by Alfa Laval

Cleaning Nozzle for Hygienic Production
Paired with a top-mounted tank-cleaning device and installed �ush with the tank wall or bottom, PlusClean provides

cleaning coverage in shadow areas such as beneath agitator blades, says the manufacturer. Suited for use in the

pharmaceutical, dairy and food-and-beverage industries, the nozzle is supplied as a media spring-activated device for

hygienic process tank cleaning. Pneumatically driven and models for sterile and aseptic process tank cleaning also

are o�ered.

Alfa Laval | 866-253-2528 | alfalaval.com

Cooler/Conveyor for Food Processing
Click to read more

Image provided by Luxme International Ltd.

Cooler/Conveyor for Food Processing
A tubular chain conveyor with the addition of jacketed pipes containing cooling �uid, THERMOLuxme conveys and

cools material from 500 to 110°F (260 to 43°C). In food processing, hot materials such as powders and mixes must

be cooled to ambient temperatures after baking, frying, boiling and broiling for safe handling in the next stage of the

process. Replacing a separate cooling station with a tubular chain conveying and cooling system can result in capital

cost savings, says the manufacturer. Treated and untreated municipal water sources, or water from elsewhere within

the plant, can be used as the cooling �uid.

Luxme International Ltd. | 450-619-1999 | luxme.com

Cast Aluminum Blowers for Spot Cooling
Click to read more

Image provided by Continental Fan

Cast Aluminum Blowers for Spot Cooling
Model CAB is suited for use in industrial air-moving applications. The blowers have a rugged cast aluminum housing

and heavy-duty steel base. Process applications for the forward-curved blowers include smoke and fume removal,

spot cooling and electronic equipment cooling. They are available in 4, 6 or 8" diameters with capacities up to 1,550

cfm.

Continental Fan | 800-779-4021 | continentalfan.com

Continuous Mesh-Belt Annealing Line
Click to read more

Image provided by Gasbarre

Continuous Mesh-Belt Annealing Line
The 24" wide, three-zone mesh-belt annealing furnace is designed with a maximum operating temperature of 1650°F

(899°C) with a capacity of 800 lb/hr. The heating system utilizes a blend of nitrogen and hydrogen atmospheres and

incorporates an Allen-Bradley PLC and HMI. Other features include automated atmosphere and water temperature

control and datalogging. The integrated dewpoint meter ensures precise process control.

Gasbarre | 734-656-2000 | gasbarre.com

Bubble Generators Helps Prevent Deposits in Mechanical

Systems
Click to read more

Image provided by Rapid Water Technologies

Bubble Generators Helps Prevent Deposits in Mechanical Systems
When Nanobubble Generators are installed on cooling towers and heat exchangers, they convert the

noncondensable gases that already exist in the water into nanobubbles that can help remove and prevent bio�lms

and deposits, says the manufacturer. Other bene�ts may include cleaner water as well as improved heat transfer

and chemical e�ciency. They are installed as side-stream units.

Rapid Water Technologies | 616-437-4038 | rapidwatertech.com

Click here to read More Products on our website
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Premium Listing

Active Chemical Systems Inc.
16755 Park Cir. Dr.

Chagrin Falls, OH 44023
(440) 543-8197

sales@activechemicalsystems.com
https://activechemicalsystems.com

Back

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Click Here

Active Chemical Systems, Inc. is a leading provider of both new custom manufactured heat exchangers as

well as heat exchanger repair services since 1971; specializing in graphite plate heaters, graphite block, as

well as tube-in-shell heat exchangers.

**Product Categories**

Cooling Heat Exchangers

Distillation Heat Exchangers

Extended Surface, Plate-Fin Heat Exchangers

Gas-to-Liquid Heat Exchangers

Graphite Heat Exchangers

Heating Heat Exchangers

Liquid-to-Liquid Heat Exchangers

Pasteurizing Heat Exchangers

Plate (without frame) Heat Exchangers

Preheating Heat Exchangers

Reacting Heat Exchangers

Steam-to-Gas Heat Exchangers

Steam-to-Liquid Heat Exchangers

Tubular, Shell & Tube Heat Exchangers

mailto:sales@activechemicalsystems.com?Subject=Request%20from%20your%20Process%20Heating%20directory%20listing
https://activechemicalsystems.com/
https://activechemicalsystems.com/
http://www.process-heating.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/listing/4291-active-chemical-systems-inc


Premium Listing

Blue M, Div. of TPS
2821 Old Rte. 15

New Columbia, PA 17856
(800) 586-2473

info@thermalproductsolutions.com
https://www.bluem.com

Back

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Click Here

Blue M is recognized as an industry leader in the design, engineering, manufacture, & after-market

support of industrial & laboratory ovens that are ideal for a wide range of applications. Blue M products

are available in bench top, stacked, & cabinet models to accommodate a variety of capabilities & footprints.

**Product Categories**

Air Filters

Air Flow Meters

Air Heating, Direct Heaters

Annealing Ovens

Atmosphere Ovens

Axial Flow Fans

Ba�es Oven Accessories

Baking Ovens

Baskets Dryer Accessories

Baskets Oven Accessories

Batch Dryers

Batch Ovens

Batch, Bench Ovens

Batch, Cabinet Ovens

Bonding Ovens

Carts Oven Accessories

Centrifugal Fans

Ceramic Heating Elements

Circular Recorders, Temperature

Coil Heating Elements

Convection, Counter-Flow Ovens

Curing Dryers

Curing Ovens

Dehydrating Ovens

Dewpoint/Moisture Measuring Devices

Digital

Digital Temperature Indicators

Drying Dryers

Drying Ovens

Electric

Electric Cabinets, Warming

Electricity Dryers

Electricity Ovens

Environmental Ovens

Finishing Ovens

Fixtures/Hooks Dryer Accessories

Fixtures/Hooks Oven Accessories

Fusing Dryers

Fusing Ovens

Gas Filters

Gas Flow Meters

Heat Setting Dryers

Heat Setting Ovens

Heat Shrinking Dryers

Heat Shrinking Ovens

Humidity Controls

Humidity Sensors

Laboratory Ovens

Laminating Dryers

Laminating Ovens

Melting Dryers

Moisture Pro�ling Dryers

Motor Controls/Controllers

Oil-Circulating Temperature Control Systems

Oven Temperature Pro�ling Recorders, Temperature

Paperless Recorders, Temperature

Pre-Heating Ovens

Programmable

Rack Ovens

Racks Dryer Accessories

Racks Oven Accessories

Re�ow Soldering Ovens

Revolving Ovens

Screens Oven Accessories

Solid State

Stationary Recorders, Temperature

Strip Chart Recorders, Temperature

Temperature Controls

Thermal Oxidizers

Thermocouples, Type J Sensors, Temperature

Thermocouples, Type K Sensors, Temperature

Thermocouples, Type T Sensors, Temperature

Top Load Dryers

Tray/Truck/Shelf Dryers

Trays Dryer Accessories

Vacuum Ovens

View Ports Dryer Accessories

View Ports Oven Accessories

Water-Circulating Temperature Control Systems

Wire Heating Elements

mailto:info@thermalproductsolutions.com?Subject=Request%20from%20your%20Process%20Heating%20directory%20listing
https://www.bluem.com/
https://www.bluem.com/
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Premium Listing

Bühler Aeroglide
100 Aeroglide Dr.

Cary, NC 27511
(919) 851-2000

aeroglide.sales@buhlergroup.com
https://www.buhlergroup.com/drying

Back

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Click Here

Bühler Aeroglide manufactures thermal-processing technology for specialty chemicals, catalysts, polymers,

SAP, rubber, minerals, & other bulk materials.  Conveyor drying technologies have high-capacity capability

& rugged construction, maximizing production time & yield.  Advanced process control systems o�er

optimum �nal product quality & energy e�ciency, & full machine access for easy cleaning.

**Product Categories**

Baking Ovens

Belts, Conveyor Dryer Accessories

Belts, Conveyor Oven Accessories

Continuous, Belt Conveyor Ovens

Continuous, Slat Conveyor Ovens

Continuous/Conveyor Dryers

Convection, Counter-Flow Dryers

Convection, Counter-Flow Ovens

Convection, Impingement Dryers

Convection, Impingement Ovens

Convection, Through-Air Dryers

Convection, Through-Air Ovens

Curing Dryers

Curtains Dryer Accessories

Curtains Oven Accessories

Dehydrating Ovens

Dehydrators

Drying Dryers

Drying Ovens

Dual Fuel Dryers

Dual Fuel Ovens

Electricity Dryers

Electricity Ovens

Finishing Dryers

Fluid-Bed Dryers

Fluidized Beds

Heat Setting Dryers

Hot Oil/Thermal Fluid Dryers

Hot Oil/Thermal Fluid Ovens

Hot Water Dryers

Hot Water Ovens

Laboratory Ovens

Natural Gas Dryers

Natural Gas Ovens

Oil Dryers

Oil Ovens

Pre-Drying Dryers

Pre-Drying Ovens

Pre-Heating Ovens

Propane Dryers

Propane Ovens

Steam Ovens

Steam Powered

Trays Dryer Accessories

Trays Oven Accessories

mailto:aeroglide.sales@buhlergroup.com?Subject=Request%20from%20your%20Process%20Heating%20directory%20listing
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Premium Listing

Delta Elektrogas
Via Trieste 132

Arcade, 31030, Italy
(330) 678-4328

support_ab@combustion911.com
https://combustion911.com

Back

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Click Here

The Elektrogas brand of combustion equipment for industrial applications includes valves (safety shut-o�

solenoid, butter�y, linear �ow control, needle, vent solenoid, air solenoid), regulators (pressure reducing,

ratio), actuators (2-point step, 3-point step, continuous control, & high-torque options), gas �lters, & more.

Ask us about our max. 90 PSI SSOVs with proof of closure!

**Product Categories**

Butter�y Valves

Control Valves

Filters Blower/Fan Accessories

Flow Valves

Gas Filters

Gas Regulators

Needle Valves

Regulating/Pressure-Reducing Valves

Relief & Safety Valves

Solenoid Valves

mailto:support_ab@combustion911.com?Subject=Request%20from%20your%20Process%20Heating%20directory%20listing
https://combustion911.com/
https://combustion911.com/
http://www.process-heating.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/listing/5297-delta-elektrogas


Premium Listing

ENERVEX Inc.
1685 Bluegrass Lakes Pkwy.

Alpharetta, GA 30004
(770) 587-3238

marketing@enervex.com
https://www.enervex.com

Back

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Click Here

ENERVEX o�ers complete & customized heat recovery solutions by combining exhaust/chimney system,

mechanical exhaust & heat recovery needed to complete a project. Through a single supplier.  We can work

with almost any process applications involving boilers, generators, baking/food/process/industrial ovens,

dryers, fuel cell, smelter - & much more.

**Product Categories**

Air-to-Air Heat Exchangers

Air-to-Liquid Heat Exchangers

Axial Flow Blowers

Axial Flow Fans

Ba�es Blower/Fan Accessories

Ba�es Boiler Accessories

Ba�es Ducting Accessories

Ba�es Oven Accessories

Breeching Boiler Accessories

Centrifugal Blowers

Centrifugal Fans

Cooling Heat Exchangers

Duct, In�exible Blower/Fan Accessories

Ducting Oven Accessories

Evaporation/Condensation Heat Exchangers

Exhaust Fans

Expansion Joints Ducting Accessories

Forced Draft Fans

Gas Blowers

Gas-to-Liquid Heat Exchangers

Heat Recovery Heat Exchangers

Heat Recovery Systems

Heating Heat Exchangers

Hot Air Blowers

Induced Draft Fans

In�exible Ducting

Insulated Ducting

Insulation Ducting Accessories

Preheating Heat Exchangers

Propeller Fans

Stainless Steel Heat Exchangers

Thermal Fluid-to-Air Heat Exchangers

Thermal Fluid-to-Gas Heat Exchangers

Ventilating Fans

mailto:marketing@enervex.com?Subject=Request%20from%20your%20Process%20Heating%20directory%20listing
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Premium Listing

Gruenberg, Div. of TPS
2821 Old Rte. 15

New Columbia, PA 17856
(570) 538-7200

info@tpsovens.com
https://www.gruenberg.com

Back

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Click Here

Gruenberg is a leading manufacturer of custom industrial ovens, pharmaceutical sterilizers, explosion-

proof dryers, granulation dryers, depyrogenation ovens, & custom pharmaceutical ovens.

**Product Categories**

Air Filters

Air Flow Meters

Air Heating, Direct Heaters

Annealing Ovens

Atmosphere Ovens

Axial Flow Fans

Ba�es Oven Accessories

Baking Ovens

Baskets Dryer Accessories

Baskets Oven Accessories

Batch Dryers

Batch Ovens

Batch, Truck Ovens

Batch, Walk-In Ovens

Bonding Ovens

Carts Oven Accessories

Centrifugal Fans

Ceramic Heating Elements

Circular Recorders, Temperature

Coil Heating Elements

Continuous, Belt Conveyor Ovens

Continuous, Conveyorless Ovens

Convection, Counter-Flow Ovens

Convection, Through-Air Ovens

Curing Dryers

Curing Ovens

Dehydrating Ovens

Dewpoint/Moisture Measuring Devices

Digital

Digital Temperature Indicators

Dryers Heaters

Drying Dryers

Drying Ovens

Electric

Electric Cabinets, Warming

Electricity Dryers

Electricity Ovens

Finishing Ovens

Fixtures/Hooks Dryer Accessories

Fixtures/Hooks Oven Accessories

Fusing Dryers

Fusing Ovens

Gas Filters

Gas Flow Meters

Heat Setting Dryers

Heat Setting Ovens

Heat Shrinking Dryers

Heat Shrinking Ovens

Humidity Controls

Humidity Sensors

Laboratory Ovens

Laminating Dryers

Laminating Ovens

Melting Dryers

Moisture Pro�ling Dryers

Motor Controls/Controllers

Natural Gas Ovens

Oil-Circulating Temperature Control Systems

Oven Temperature Pro�ling Recorders, Temperature

Ovens Heaters

Paperless Recorders, Temperature

Pre-Drying Dryers

Pre-Drying Ovens

Pre-Heating Ovens

Programmable

Rack Ovens

Racks Dryer Accessories

Racks Oven Accessories

Re�ow Soldering Ovens

Revolving Ovens

Screens Oven Accessories

Solid State

Stationary Recorders, Temperature

Sterilizing Ovens

Strip Chart Recorders, Temperature

Temperature Controls

Thermal Oxidizers

Thermocouples, Type J Sensors, Temperature

Thermocouples, Type K Sensors, Temperature

Thermocouples, Type T Sensors, Temperature

Thermoforming Ovens

Top Load Ovens

Tray/Truck/Shelf Dryers

Trays Dryer Accessories

Vacuum Ovens

View Ports Dryer Accessories

View Ports Oven Accessories

Water-Circulating Temperature Control Systems

Wire Heating Elements

mailto:info@tpsovens.com?Subject=Request%20from%20your%20Process%20Heating%20directory%20listing
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Premium Listing

Hurst Boiler & Welding Co. Inc.
100 Boilermaker Ln.

Coolidge, GA 31738-3765
(229) 346-3545

info@hurstboiler.com
https://www.hurstboiler.com

Back

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Click Here

Hurst Boiler & Welding Company Inc. has been manufacturing, designing, engineering & servicing gas, oil,

coal, solid waste, biomass, & hybrid fuel-�red steam & hot water boilers since 1967.  In addition to a

complete line of steam a& hot water  Firetube & Watertube boilers with fully Integrated Boiler Controls.

Hurst Boiler also manufactures a complete line of boiler parts, boiler room peripherals & accessories.

**Product Categories**

Combination Fired/Multi-Fuel Boilers

Condensate Returns

Deaerators

Hot Water Boilers

Natural Gas Boilers

Oil Boilers

Packaged Boilers

Propane Boilers

Recovery/Waste Heat Boilers

Scotch Marine Boilers

Steam Boilers

Tubes Boiler Accessories

Vertical Tubeless Boilers

Water Tube Boilers

mailto:info@hurstboiler.com?Subject=Request%20from%20your%20Process%20Heating%20directory%20listing
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Premium Listing

Micron Fiber-Tech
230 Springview Commerce Dr., Ste. 100

DeBary, FL 32713
(386) 668-7895

info@mft-co.com
https://www.mft-co.com

Back

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Click Here

MFT manufactures low NOx gas burners & infrared burners for heating systems ranging in application

from food equipment to boilers.  MFT burners utilize proprietary metal �ber technology to achieve sub-

5ppm NOx levels without complicated FGR systems. With 20+ years experience, MFT can engineer any

heating system to your low NOx speci�cations.

**Product Categories**

Air Heating, Direct Burners

Air Heating, Direct Heaters

Air Heating, Indirect Burners

Air Heating, Indirect Heaters

Air Preheaters

Boilers/Steam Generators Burners

Boilers/Steam Generators Heaters

Catalytic Burners

Cleaners/Washers Burners

Cleaners/Washers Heaters

Direct Fired Vaporizers

Dryers Burners

Dryers Heaters

Dual-Fuel Burners

Heat Transfer System Heaters

Incinerators/Oxidizers Burners

Indirect Fired Vaporizers

Infrared Burners

Infrared, Metal Ribbon Heaters

Infrared, Radiant Tube Heaters

Infrared, Tubular, Metal Sheathed Heaters

Line Burners

Liquid Heaters Burners

Liquid Heaters Heaters

Low NOx Burners

Luminous Flame Burners

Natural Gas Burners

Ovens Burners

Ovens Heaters

Packaged Burners

Packaged Heaters

Pre-Mix Burners

Propane Burners

Radiant Cup Burners

Radiant Line Burners

Radiant Tube Burners

Ribbon Burners

Thermal Fluid Heaters Burners

Thermal Fluid Heaters Heaters

Velocity, Low Burners

Water Heaters Burners

Water Heaters Heaters

mailto:info@mft-co.com?Subject=Request%20from%20your%20Process%20Heating%20directory%20listing
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Premium Listing

ProSonix LLC
P.O. Box 26676

Milwaukee, WI 53226
(800) 849-1130

info@psxllc.com
https://www.pro-sonix.com

Back

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Click Here

Steam injection heating solutions for water heating, plant sanitation hot water, boiler feed water heating,

clean-in-place CIP applications, hot water tank supply, jacketed reactors.  We also specialize in hot water

production, slurry heating,  wastewater heating, sludge heating, & starch jet cooker applications. Designs

for inline heating for �owrates from 10-15,000 gpm with 100:1 turndown on steam, steam to water heat

exchangers, & tank jet sparging. Available in carbon steel, stainless, special alloys to address aggressive

�uids.

**Product Categories**

Carbon Steel Heat Exchangers

Cleaners/Washers Heaters

Direct Steam Injection Heaters

Distillation Heat Exchangers

Dryers Heaters

Evaporation/Condensation Heat Exchangers

Extended Surface, Plate-Fin Heat Exchangers

Extended Surface, Tube-Fin Heat Exchangers

Heat Recovery Heat Exchangers

Heating Heat Exchangers

Heating Tanks

Heating Vessels

Jacketed Vessels

Liquid Heaters Heaters

Pasteurizing Heat Exchangers

Plate (without frame) Heat Exchangers

Plate, Gasketed Heat Exchangers

Plate, Spiral Heat Exchangers

Preheating Heat Exchangers

Reacting Heat Exchangers

Scraped Surface Heat Exchangers

Stainless Steel Heat Exchangers

Steam-to-Liquid Heat Exchangers

Titanium Heat Exchangers

Tubular, Coil Heat Exchangers

Tubular, Double-Pipe Heat Exchangers

Tubular, Shell & Tube Heat Exchangers

Tubular, Spiral Tube Heat Exchangers

Water Heaters Heaters

mailto:info@psxllc.com?Subject=Request%20from%20your%20Process%20Heating%20directory%20listing
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Premium Listing

TPS Thermal Product Solutions
2821 Old Rte. 15

New Columbia, PA 17856-9396
(570) 538-7200

info@thermalproductsolutions.com
www.thermalproductsolutions.com

Back

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Click Here

Thermal Product Solutions (TPS) designs & manufactures industrial & laboratory ovens & furnaces &

environmental test chambers. Product brands include Baker Furnace, Blue M, Gruenberg, Lindberg/MPH,

Lunaire, Tenney, & Wisconsin Oven. They provide a full range of aftermarket services including start-up &

training, preventative maintenance, installations, retro�ts % refurbishment of equipment.

**Product Categories**

Annealing Ovens

Atmosphere Ovens

Ba�es Oven Accessories

Baking Ovens

Baskets Oven Accessories

Batch Dryers

Batch Ovens

Batch, Bench Ovens

Batch, Cabinet Ovens

Batch, Truck Ovens

Batch, Walk-In Ovens

Belts, Conveyor Oven Accessories

Belts, Rubber/Replacement Oven Accessories

Bonding Ovens

Burn-In Ovens

Burn-O� Ovens

Calciners, Rotary

Carts Oven Accessories

Continuous Sterilizers

Continuous, Belt Conveyor Ovens

Continuous, Conveyorless Ovens

Continuous, Cross-Bar Conveyor Ovens

Continuous, Drag Chain Ovens

Continuous, Fixture Conveyor Ovens

Continuous, Monorail Ovens

Continuous, Power Roller Ovens

Continuous, Pusher Conveyor Ovens

Continuous, Screw Conveyor Ovens

Continuous, Slat Conveyor Ovens

Continuous, Turn Table Ovens

Continuous, Walking Beam Ovens

Continuous/Conveyor Dryers

Convection, Counter-Flow Dryers

Convection, Counter-Flow Ovens

Convection, Impingement Dryers

Convection, Impingement Ovens

Convection, Through-Air Dryers

Convection, Through-Air Ovens

Curing Dryers

Curing Ovens

Curtains Oven Accessories

Deck Dryers

Deck Ovens

Drum/Can Dryers

Dry Heat Sterilizers

Drying Dryers

Drying Ovens

Ducting Oven Accessories

Electricity Dryers

Electricity Ovens

Environmental Ovens

Finishing Dryers

Finishing Ovens

Fixtures/Hooks Oven Accessories

Gaskets (See Gaskets) Oven Accessories

Heat Setting Dryers

Heat Setting Ovens

Heat Shrinking Dryers

Heat Shrinking Ovens

Idler Rolls Ovens

Laboratory Ovens

Laminating Dryers

Laminating Ovens

Melting Dryers

Moisture Pro�ling Dryers

Natural Gas Dryers

Natural Gas Ovens

Pre-Drying Dryers

Pre-Drying Ovens

Pre-Heating Ovens

Propane Dryers

Propane Ovens

Rack Ovens

Racks Oven Accessories

Revolving Ovens

Rotary Dryers

Rotary Ovens

Screens Oven Accessories

Seals Oven Accessories

Spray Dryers

Steam Dryers

Steam Ovens

Steam Powered

Sterilizing Ovens

Thermoforming Ovens

Top Load Dryers

Top Load Ovens

Tower Dryers

Travel Chain Ovens

Traveling Hearth Ovens

Traveling Tray Ovens

Tray/Truck/Shelf Dryers

Trays Oven Accessories

Tunnel Dryers

Tunnel Sterilizers

Vacuum Ovens

View Ports Oven Accessories

Web Dryers

Wire Cloth Oven Accessories

mailto:info@thermalproductsolutions.com?Subject=Request%20from%20your%20Process%20Heating%20directory%20listing
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Premium Listing

Tempco Electric Heater Corp.
607 N. Central Ave.

Wood Dale, IL 60191-1452
(630) 350-2252

info@tempco.com
https://www.tempco.com

Back

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Click Here

Tempco designs & manufactures custom Industrial Electric Heating Elements including Cast-In Heaters,

Silicone Rubber Heaters, Infrared Radiant Heaters, Temperature Sensors, Temperature Controls, Power &

Temperature Control Panels.

**Product Categories**

Air Heating, Direct Heaters

Air Heating, Indirect Heaters

Air Preheaters

Analog

Analog Transmitters, Temperature

Band Heaters

Blanket Heaters

Boilers/Steam Generators Heaters

Cartridge Heaters

Cartridge Heating Elements

Cast-In Heaters

Ceramic Heaters

Ceramic Heating Elements

Circulation Heaters

Cleaners/Washers Heaters

Coil Heaters

Coil Heating Elements

Conduction Heaters

Connection Heads

Constant Wattage Heat Tracing

Contactors

Convection Heaters

Digital

Digital Temperature Indicators

Digital Thermometers

Drum Heaters

Dryers Heaters

Duct Heaters

Electric Cabinets, Warming

Electric Preheaters

Electromechanical

Electronic Transmitters, Temperature

Flanged Heaters

Flexible Heaters

Heat Transfer System Heaters

Heating Blankets

Heating Jackets

Hoses, Electrically Heated

Immersion, Tubular, Flanged Heaters

Immersion, Tubular, Low Density Heaters

Immersion, Tubular, Over-the-Side Heaters

Immersion, Tubular, Pipe Thread Heaters

Immersion, Tubular, Te�on-Coated Heaters

Infrared, Ceramic Element Heaters

Infrared, G30 Bulb Heaters

Infrared, Halogen Heaters

Infrared, Panel Type Heaters

Infrared, Quartz Tube Heaters

Infrared, Tubular, Metal Sheathed Heaters

Liquid Heaters Heaters

Mercury Relays

Metal-Sheathed Heating Elements

Mica Band Heating Elements

Mica Heaters

Microprocessor-Based

Mineral-Insulated Heat Tracing

Mineral-Insulated Heaters

Ovens Heaters

PID

Paperless Recorders, Temperature

Phase-Angle Power Controls/Power Controllers

Platens Heaters

Portable Recorders, Temperature

Programmable

Proportional

Protection Tubes

Pyrometer Thermometers

Pyrometers Sensors, Temperature

RTDs, Platinum, DIN Sensors, Temperature

RTDs, Thin Film Sensors, Temperature

RTDs, Wire Wound Sensors, Temperature

Radiant/Infrared, Medium Wavelength Heaters

Radiant/Infrared, Short Wavelength Heaters

Ribbon Heating Elements

SCR Power Controls/Power Controllers

Self-Regulating Heat Tracing

Skid-Mounted Heaters

Solid State

Solid State Relays

Solid State Transmitters, Temperature

Stationary Recorders, Temperature

Strip Chart Recorders, Temperature

Strip Heaters

Superheaters Heaters

Temperature Controls

Thermal Fluid Heaters Heaters

Thermocouples, Type E Sensors, Temperature

Thermocouples, Type J Sensors, Temperature

Thermocouples, Type K Sensors, Temperature

Thermocouples, Type T Sensors, Temperature

Thermostats

Thermowells

Thyristor Power Controls/Power Controllers

Tubular Heaters

Tubular Heating Elements

Tubular, Finned Heaters

Water Heaters Heaters

Wire Heating Elements
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Premium Listing

Wisconsin Oven Corp.
2675 Main St. P.O. Box 873

East Troy, WI 53120
(262) 642-3938

sales@wisoven.com
https://www.wisoven.com

 

Back

To see all product photos, downloads, and more

Click Here

High quality industrial dryers, ovens, & furnaces for a wide-range of applications & industries.  Heating

equipment is designed in both batch & continuous designs. Hundreds of standard batch models available.

Custom equipment is designed around the customer's speci�c process requirements. Typical applications

include �nishing, preheating, composite curing, aging, tempering, & other heating applications.

**Product Categories**

Annealing Ovens

Atmosphere Ovens

Baking Ovens

Batch Dryers

Batch Ovens

Batch, Bench Ovens

Batch, Cabinet Ovens

Batch, Truck Ovens

Batch, Walk-In Ovens

Bonding Ovens

Burn-In Ovens

Catalytic Burners

Combination Infrared/Convection Ovens

Continuous, Belt Conveyor Ovens

Continuous, Conveyorless Ovens

Continuous, Drag Chain Ovens

Continuous, Monorail Ovens

Continuous, Pusher Conveyor Ovens

Continuous, Slat Conveyor Ovens

Continuous, Walking Beam Ovens

Continuous/Conveyor Dryers

Convection, Counter-Flow Dryers

Convection, Counter-Flow Ovens

Convection, Impingement Dryers

Convection, Impingement Ovens

Curing Dryers

Curing Ovens

Deck Dryers

Deck Ovens

Dehumidifying Dryers

Dehydrating Ovens

Dryers Burners

Dryers Heaters

Drying Dryers

Drying Ovens

Dual Fuel Dryers

Dual Fuel Ovens

Electric Cabinets, Warming

Electricity Dryers

Electricity Ovens

Finishing Dryers

Finishing Ovens

Fusing Dryers

Fusing Ovens

Heat Setting Dryers

Heat Setting Ovens

Heat Shrinking Dryers

Heat Shrinking Ovens

Laboratory Ovens

Laminating Dryers

Laminating Ovens

Natural Gas Dryers

Natural Gas Ovens

Oil Dryers

Oil Ovens

Oven Temperature Pro�ling Recorders, Temperature

Ovens Burners

Ovens Heaters

Pre-Drying Dryers

Pre-Drying Ovens

Pre-Heating Ovens

Propane Dryers

Propane Ovens

Rack Ovens

Re�ow Soldering Ovens

Rotary Ovens

Steam Dryers

Steam Ovens

Steam Powered

Sterilizing Ovens

Thermal Fluid Heaters

Thermal Oxidizers

Thermoforming Ovens

Top Load Dryers

Top Load Ovens

Traveling Tray Ovens

Tray/Truck/Shelf Dryers

Tunnel Dryers

Web Dryers
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Editorial Index
Use this index to contact the companies you read about within this issue of

Process Heating.

Feature Articles
“Impedance Heating Keeps Canola Oil Flowing in Freezing Conditions,” by Ed Baldwin and Roger

Goggans, Banner-Day, banner-day.com

“Understanding the Di�erent Types of Steam Used in Processes,” by Sean Lobdell, Cleaver-Brooks,

cleaverbrooks.com

“The Importance of Maintaining Boiler Feedwater,” by James Adgey, Clayton Industries,

claytonindustries.com

“How to Take Credit for an IPL Alarm in Your DCS,” by Luis M. Garcia G., Siemens Industry Inc.,

siemens.com

Inner Workings/Industry News
Steel Container Company Commissions Paint Curing Oven, Epcon Industrial Systems LP, epconlp.com

SPX Acquires Industrial Fan, Blower Manufacturer, SPX Corp., spx.com

Flow Calibration Rig Expands Company’s Capabilities, Endress+Hauser, endress.com

Exergen Global Changes Name to CleverIR, cleverir.com

Batch Oven Cures Coatings on Aluminum Parts, Wisconsin Oven, wisoven.com

Winners of IPC Hand Soldering Competition Announced, IPC, ipc.org

Wastewater Treatment Facility Installs Thermal Oxidizer to Generate Renewable Natural Gas, Catalytic

Products International (CPI), cpilink.com

Truck-in Oven Includes Process-Air Circulation System, Thermal Product Solutions,

thermalproductsolutions.com

Agreement Brings Process Gas Heating Technology to U.S. Market, Kanthal, kanthal.com

Equipment Overview: Heat Transfer Fluids
Paratherm Heat Transfer Fluids, A Division of Lubrizol, paratherm.com

Equipment Overview: Heat Transfer Fluids, view on process-heating.com

Product Highlights
Medium-Voltage Thermal System. Watlow, watlow.com

Water Treatment Controllers, Walchem, Iwaki America Inc., walchem.com

Truck-in Oven with Horizontal Process-Air Circulation System, Gruenberg Oven, Thermal Product

Solutions, gruenberg.com

Redundant Control System for Increased Operational Certainty in Emergency Shutdowns, Emerson

Automation Solutions, emerson.com

Dry Well Immersion Heaters for Mining Equipment, Durex Industries, durexindustries.com

Cleaning Nozzle for Hygienic Production, Alfa Laval, alfalaval.com

Cooler/Conveyor for Food Processing, Luxme International Ltd., luxme.com

Cast Aluminum Blowers for Spot Cooling, continentalfan.com

Continuous Mesh-Belt Annealing Line, gasbarre.com

Bubble Generators Helps Prevent Deposits in Mechanical Systems, Rapid Water Technologies,

rapidwatertech.com
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Premium Listing
Below are the premium listings from our directories.

For a complete list of companies and products, go to

https://www.process-heating.com/directories
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Ad Index
Astec Industries

Hurst Boiler

Miura

Paratherm

Parker Boiler

Process Heating & Cooling Show

Process Heating Continuing Education Center

Process Heating eNewsletter
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~ Kelly Paffel, Inveno Engineering LLC, explaining how recovering �ash steam rather than venting it

allows process plants to avoid energy losses

and their concomitant
energy costs —

Read more

To minimize heat and energy losses —

a plant’s steam and condensate systems

cannot afford to vent any utility steam,

blowthrough steam or �ash steam to the

atmosphere.

https://www.process-heating.com/articles/93540-methods-and-tools-for-minimizing-heat-loss
https://www.process-heating.com/articles/92921-how-to-eliminate-steam-venting-and-stop-major-energy-losses



